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About This Game

Get an extremely new look at the VR RTS.

Lead your army to victory by combining different combat groups and supporting them directly at the battlefield

Choose from orcs, elves, undead or humans in the 36 missions campaign during 6 hours of VR gameplay.

Join quick much multiplayer sessions and show your skill to other players.

Have fun and kill them all!
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amazing game, enjoyed messing with the level editor a lot :p. EDIT: steam is showing I have no hours with this DLC. heres a
screenshot showing my  over 13 hours of playtime, with 90% main story completion, and 75% completion on ALL of the game
content

long story short? dont buy this garbage unless you're easily entertained, and you like unengaging, WASD gameplay that is
driving a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 car with terrible controls, further made worse by god awful terrain design
that causes you to take an extra 5 minutes to scale the lower ends of mountains (to get by), made even worse by the fact that
going into deep water completely destroys your car, ONTOP of the wonderful scenario that you cant even shake infected off
your car if they grapple onto the sides.

the start to mid-part of the game was fun, because the story doesnt exactly ask you to travel too far between points, and if it is a
far drive, around half the time they are easy to drive to - driving only becomes absolutely insufferable about 2\/3 of the game, to
which point any fun I had was completely and utterly destroyed by boring WASD vehicle gameplay for upwards of 20-30
minutes in one quest with constant back and forth between EXTREMELY large distances, while also being hindered by unfun
mechanics that will completely destroy your vehicle if you crash into it (spikes) or even kill you (flammable barrels), all of
which are just haphazardly tossed along the roads AND bridges, which you are REQUIRED to go across with your vehicle, or
you suffer 15 minute walks just to one destination, despite already being halfway to your objective.

if all of that sounded terrible, get ready for more: the terrain is awfully designed - even being in a car, you will find yourself still
taking 8+ minutes to get to your location in the later half of the game, because of how the mountains were designed, along with
roadblocks everywhere, and other annoying obstacles. enjoy having to get out of your vehicle every minute to shake off infected
you cant punch off your vehicle as well.

the devs quite legitimately did a 180, and mostly took away what made dying light so great, which was the traveling-via-foot
gameplay, which worked because parkour was a viable and consistent thing, whilst the maps are also smaller. parkouring to your
destinations was infinitely more fun for me than just driving a vehicle, legitimately only 1 hand on my peripherals, pressing
WASD to maneuver my car, while the other cradles my chin as I reflect on why I even bought
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665DLC. I ended up just quitting during the final scenario because its a timed driving
event, and its infuriating when you combine it with all I mentioned above, especially the "getting stuck in a crevice" bit that
happens many, many times when you take a ramp off a tall height.

silver lining time:

heres what I DID like...

* Alpha Volatile addition to the game (although they are a pushover with firearms unfortunately when you get a level 25
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autoshotty or something of the sort)

* the ability to infiltrate a Volatile hive whenever you want (atmosphere is creepy, its fun to engage in combat with them)

* the reputation system, which, to a degree, allows you to progress your own questline in order to gain reputation, which is the
main objective for a large portion of the game. this means you could theoretically play it and complete a different set of quests
to reach your desired reputation, and then get back to the main story.

* the "freaks of nature" (AKA boss counterparts of the zombies you normally encounter in the world). they are fun to fight, but
I feel that defeating them should reward more.

all in all, this DLC was very enjoyable for the first 1\/3 of it - then after that, it started to become so-so with the traveling back
and forth long distances (still ran by foot, and at night, for engaging gameplay, and although it felt bad holding shift for so long,
it was at least engaging and fun with the volatile encounters here and there) and then... the final 2\/3 of the game.. completely
insufferable - made me completely regret buying the DLC, as driving was REQUIRED unless you wanted to spend another 2, 3,
maybe even 4 hours of gameplay choosing to run instead of driving, because at that point the quest distance between each point
was 10-15 minute DRIVES, I cant imagine doing them on foot.

I am afraid for dying light 2 - if they put in a terrible and mandatory vehicle system like this again, they can kiss the franchise
goodbye (besides the base game) because not only is the vehicle gameplay boring, but it completely crushes the essence of what
made the base game so great (parkour). you can also really tell the developers had insane oversights, because in the DLC the
opportunity to level your agility is extremely low, effectively removing that skilltree out of the game.

yup. rant over. basically dont buy the DLC if the reason you enjoyed dying light was parkouring and slaying a ton of zombies
through combat, because this isnt what you're looking for.. A pretty decent game! Usually RPG adventure battle is not my thing,
but I suprisingly taken a liking to this! The turn based game is pretty unique unlike usual RPG maker games, and the story is
interesting. Worth the money spent.. loving this game. Not the greatest sword swinging sim but it's coming along. The cheering
mechanic is pretty fun and the chariot races are amazing.. Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
Chainsaws ontop of Chainsaws ontop of
A shotgun.. this is a 1\/5 pack. it looks nice but its just a waste of money and time. dispite how the pictures make the blend look
smooth because of the way this software is made this is just a copy and paste of premade buildings that dont go well. dispite the
fact that the general review says mixed most of the reviews are pretty terrible.. Well, after a few hours som toughts:

after my first preview i'll switch from "no" to "yes" (it' still a no if you expect a full playable game)
the dev seems to be active and the first patch arrives the next day after the first posted bugs.

i'ill give it a try and a recommend cause i like this kind of games and this game has potential.
keep in mind if you think buying it in this stage, it's really (really early) early access.
so the game content isn't on a common level right now,
at this time the game basic works more than less and get tested.

Hope that new content will get implemented step by step,
will keep this Review up to date according the progress.

it's still a long way to closed beta, that's for sure,
but if the dev is keep working, this game could get a nice surprise.
. A playable version of No Man's Sky.
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The core Gameplay is the same but this only costs 15$ and it has a lot more content in the game at the same time. Here is just a
small list of all the things Morthite has over NMS:

Good Interfaces
Good inventory management
Voice acting
Boss fights
Combat against more than drones
Side Quests
Aliens that walk around
Diffent Weapon Typs
etc

I have to mention that the game has a few minior bugs right now, but nothing Game breaking. The most annoying thing being
that the Cut-scene trigger areas are too small for a game where you can wall jump anywhere and so might miss the point you are
supposed to enter an area.. Nice artwork
+ Music is nice
+ Cheap/often on sale

- Game has frozen on me twice on the loading screen
- Quite often you get a level where it is unbeatable

Nice game, the artwork is nice and I am sure it is why most got this game. The gameplay part plays pretty well apart from a few
minor set-backs (mentioned below). The music is nice but I swear one of them is from Sonic's Nightway stage but just remixed.

The game is fairly cheap so nice way to pass the time to be honest while looking at some nice artwork. The "voices" are not secy
but just annoying, luckily you can turn this off so thank you for that dev's.

However it does suffer from freezing on the loading screen, forcing you to close the game and have to restart the Stage from
round 1 again. Not quite happy about that when I was on round 3 of the stage.

You also tend to get NO MORE PICKS quite often after the first girls Stage 1 levels. Meaning around 5 out of possibly 20
layouts per level are beatable. Quite annoying to do this paired with the loading screen freeze up.

-----------

So if you are here for the gameplay expect some ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t moments from mentioned above.
If you are here for the art, not much to be disappointed about it is nice eye-candy for those seeking it.
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My first experience with Voodoo Vince:

- Got into the main menu screen and instantly got hit by a brick of nostalgia
- Loaded up the game and became overwhelmed with joy

If you knew what this game was back in 200X when it came out and you enjoyed it then, I really can't say much more than pick
it up again. If you were anything like me when I first played it as a wee little fetus who had barely escaped the clutches of my
mothers loins and you enjoyed it then and even had good memories with it then just buy it again and get hit with that same brick
that hit me and (I hope) many others.

However, if you haven't played the game I'm not sure if you'll enjoy yourself. Although its an amazing game with a great overall
theme (the whole, almost suicidal doll, Jazz music and style), it isn't without its problems that certainly come up today.

The enchanced graphical improvements really make the remaster something for older players returning to the game it's still nice
if you're jumping in for the first time. Now, on to the outstanding problems I have with the game.

- Firstly, the game itself when compared to other platformers out there it doesn't do anything new as far as platformers go.
You've got the standard normal punch attack, followed along by the legendary helicopter attack that completely eliminates the
purpose of the punch attack.

- Secondly, the boss fights in the game are rather easy and tedious at times, because I only found myself dying by my own
hands. Whether I press a wrong key and tumble to my demise or stop paying attention and run into the boss on accident with
little to no health.

- At times the camera feels... Unnatural and has to be fought with every now and again just to get out of Vince's velvety
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ so you can finally identify those growling noises you've been hearing for the passed 2.5 milliseconds.

- Some levels/sections can become tedious *cough* I'M LOOKING AT YOU SECTION WHERE YOU HAVE TO BUILD
THAT ♥♥♥♥ING HOT AIR BALLOON *cough*. This may be due to me remembering as soon as I saw the loading screen
for that section and thinking: "Oh ♥♥♥♥ I remember this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t." And then procceded to wade through that
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t to move on.

- You basically have an infinite amount of hearts (which are things you find scattered throughout a level to obtain more lives) (
also I'm pretty sure this was in the older version too). Because whenever you boot the game up you can travel back to a previous
location and the hearts will all respawn in the same locations. I don't know if this was on purpose or not but it somewhat takes
away from the sense of danger the game has. Even if you never use it you always know you can just "go back" if you're left on a
single heart.

All in all if you like a well-grounded, interesting and amusing at times platformer (and can of course excuse the faults) then by
all means pick it up. Because myabe... someday... We might just get a sequal... Who the ♥♥♥♥ am I kidding, we're never
getting that♥♥♥♥♥♥. Want a challenge? What to bring the fight to the orc's? Well with this DLC you can do just that. The
orc's build up their defenses for you and 3 of your friends to come and conquer the orc crystals. There are 3 missions to
challenge you to the max. It can be a really hard at times because the orc's set up some tough defenses but you can counter them
with your wits and power. You have a chance to get a Rainbow Unicorn as a pet which is really handy in those tight situations.
This is great DLC to really hone your skills. I highly recommend this DLC to anyone who is really to bring the fight to the orc's..
Haven and Hearth for Beginners.
game is pretty fun. lots to do.
until u need a Bear Pelt. then if ur not playing with at least 5 other people ur game is over here.
. This game is quite fun and has great potential! As a person who loved Warlocks mode in Warcraft 3 im excited to see how far
this game goes. It's still early access and doesn't have enough content yet but im sure in the near future it will become great!
Can't wait for the next update!. Playing Carcassonne without the hassle of having to pick up everything afterwards ...

Sadly, the available expansions are limited and quite expensive (especially if you already bought them in real life).

Warning: Loss of friends possible!. Cute, Lame, Old Fashion Game, Puzzle, Little Action, Child-ish
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I give it a 6/10
Still under my recommendations. The program is practical, and easy to navigate. Have alot of powerfull tools. But one thing that
I really wish the program have is the ability to have linear wipe. Not as a transition template, but as a keyframe option. Similar
to the blur tool. Linear wipe is used alot in intros and transitions to! So having the keyframe option will be nice. Also more
flexibility to add transition in the second layer. Overall I think this program is pretty cool to be used.
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